The Craft

The Craft is a American supernatural horror film directed by Andrew Fleming and starring Robin Tunney, Fairuza Balk,
Neve Campbell, and Rachel True.Drama Robin Tunney in The Craft () Fairuza Balk in The Craft () Robin Tunney in
The Craft () Rachel True in The Craft () Fairuza Balk and Rachel.Four girls at a Los Angeles Catholic school form a
coven of witches that cast spells on their classmates and each other. Nancy, Bonnie and Rochelle dabble in occult
practices, and when they notice Sarah has the powers of a natural witch, they talk her into joining their coven.A
description of tropes appearing in Craft. A teen horror film, directed by Andrew Fleming and starring Fairuza Balk,
Neve Campbell, Rachel True, and .To celebrate its 20th birthday we've compiled a list of 20 things you might not know
about the cult teen horror that is The Craft.Campy teen witch thriller more violent than fun. Read Common Sense
Media's The Craft review, age rating, and parents guide.The Craft is a movie I loved when it came out in the mid 90's. I
owned this on VHS and then dvd, and chances are high I will eventually upgrade.austro-transilvania.com: The Craft
(Special Edition): Neve Campbell, Rachel True, Robin Tunney, Fairuza Balk, Andrew Fleming, Douglas Wick,
Columbia Pictures: Movies.If you didn't grow up wanting to be the fifth member of The Craft's formidable girl gang,
then we can't be friends. Released 20 years ago today.A close look at why The Craft resonates, 20 years later."The
Craft" is a story about a trio of chill and fun witches who are minding their own business and casting spells, only to have
their fun ruined by.Ours is the magic, ours is the power The Craft, The first thing you see is teenage girls, eyes shut, in a
circle, chanting. Sitting among.How we made The Craft. Interviews by Andrew Dickson. 'I got rats dumped on my head
and had to do scenes with hundreds of snakes.The Craft's technical advisor was Pat Devin, a Dianic Elder Priestess. She
consulted on the elements used in the movie and modeled them.In an interview with "Lenny Letter," "The Craft" star
Rachel True reveals what it was like playing Rochelle, the lone Black witch, in the '90s.Find album reviews, stream
songs, credits and award information for The Craft - Original Soundtrack on AllMusic - - The soundtrack to The Craft, a
film.The Craft: The Musical. likes. The Craft: The Musical is a stage musical adaption of the hit '90s film of the same
name (and endorsed by the film's.
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